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There was a time when Ejay was one of the most popular names in dance music. Throughout the eighties, the producer and label owner of Ejay Records was not only one of the most
successful artists in the dance world but also one of the most respected figures in the field. Ejay is a member of the International DJ Awards Hall of Fame for DJ Mix CDs, and in 1985 he was
the first DJ ever to be placed on the cover of both Mixmag and Beatfreak, and in the very same year he was voted Best U.K. Dance DJ by DJ Magazine. Towards the end of the eighties, a new

deal with Mute took him a step further and placed him as the de facto producer of the entire Mute catalogue, thereby effectively turning him into the first dance artist in the world to be
commissioned by a label. .. Then he made the prestigious decision to leave the Mute label and to become independent. With the release of his album Hardcore Techno in 1989, Ejay again

proved to be the best techno producer in the world and in the following years he worked almost exclusively with Mute's label Euromaxx. Yorke is an electronic musician
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